Executive
Travel Management
GLOBAL SERVICES

We provide tailored risk management strategies
and business aligned security solutions for your organization.

O U R CO M PA N Y

About us
TEDCAP is a strategic Risk & Security
Management ﬁrm that is built on 30 years of
experience managing business risks for
organizations, designing strategic security
solutions for their operations, and protecting
their executives in over 100 countries. Our global
alliances gives us the expertise, capability, and
tools to manage any of the risks your
organization might be facing.
Whether your organization is expanding to
regions with elevated risks proﬁle, going
through digital transformation, or are meeting
new regulatory environments, TEDCAP will
assist to create a risk aware and prepared
corporate community for efﬁcient response,
develop risk based security strategies that are
aligned with organizational goals and
objectives, establish a risk governance and
management structure, validate incident
response capabilities and plans, and to ensure
continuity of critical business process and
activities.

GLOBAL SERVICES

Executive
Travel
Management
Whether you an executive traveling for
business or private family traveling for
leisure, to be able to focus on work or enjoy
time with your family is a priority. In the
current context of uncertainty and elevated
risk while traveling, and the increasing
focus on health and personal security,
making sure your travel will be safe and
secure requires not only proper planning
and preparation, but also knowledge and
experience in the country.
Knowing what transportation you should
take from the airport to the hotel, and if it is
secure? What happens if the flight is
delayed? Understanding what areas to
avoid for security reasons? Where you can
help in case of an emergency? Are just some
of questions you need to be able to answer.
Our Executive Travel Management service
offers two complete programs to manage
the risks for the travelers. TEDCAPSecureTM
and TEDCAPProtectTM have been
developed from real client needs, years of
experience, and proven processes in the
field. The core focus of the programs lays in
mitigation, planning and preparation.

TEDCAP Secure™
TEDCAP Secure was developed due to an increased of demand for supporting Executives with their
international travels. For much time, organizations have arranged transportation with an informal
approach, maybe a secretary calling a company providing drivers, sending the company information
about the traveler, and there at the airport stands the driver with a sign in his hands.
In todays faster, tougher and more competitive environment, other risks have become more present, like:
eavesdropping on conversations made in the car and selling information, being injured from a car
accident because the driver was not focused on his job, or in worse case, being a victim of serious and
violent crime.
These types of worries create unnecessary stress to the executive and instead of focusing on business, he
or she have to spend time on that.
TEDCAP supports executives, families, and organizations with our trusted global professional network and
deliver a well planned, smooth and safe travel experiences. Through diligent and thoughtful planning, we
put safety and security at the forefront so that you’ll feel comfortable from the moment you trust us with
your
1. relocation needs.
2.

Services included in the program:

3.
4.
5.

Airport reception - Airports can be a vulnerable
place where you are exposed to a lot of people,
rapid movements, and sometimes a feeling of
chaos. Criminals often try to take advantage of this
vulnerability. TEDCAP’s designated driver will make
sure to meet you up and escort you to the car.
Secure transportation - Our designated drivers are
very well trained with good knowledge of the
country, city you are visiting. The vehicles are
checked every day before picking up the client to
make sure it is in good condition and ready to use.
With constant monitoring of trafﬁc and risks, we
make sure that you get to your destination safe and
secure manner.
Risk monitoring / notiﬁcation - While traveling,
other unforeseen and unwanted events might
present itself and put you at risk. It might not be
aimed to you directly (political instability, natural
event, medical condition, etc.), but it most likely
will affect you. Getting important information in
time, will give you the possibilities to make the
necessary arrangements to avoid getting impacted
by those events.

TEDCAP Protect™
Traveling to countries with an elevated risk proﬁle, or with an existing risk proﬁle due to who you are or represent,
requires additional protective measures in place to guarantee a safe and secure visit.
Most attacks on executives or people of interest - being for embarrassment or political reason, by throwing a cake
in the face, or for more serious reasons with the intention of causing harm and attacking with knife or a gun happens within a couple of seconds. The most vulnerable moment is when the executive is exposed, like: leaving
the car going in to an ofﬁce or being out in public spaces.
TEDCAPs broad international experience of working with Fortune 100 executives, high-net-worth private families,
and celebrities has been the base from which we have developed our own innovative executive protection
program that is known for its discrete and low-proﬁle approach without loosing the level of protection required.
We will assist with the planning of the trip, arrive beforehand at the destination to verify and liaise with visiting
venues, make sure that special request are fulﬁlled, and receive the clients on their arrival to the destination.

The following processes are performed
for the service:
Risk assessment - A risk assessment is performed to
better understand the threats and different risks the
client is facing. This part will later be used as a base
for the planning and preparation phase.
Client BIO Proﬁle - This is a summary of all pertinent
information about the client in case of an incident
and urgent need to access important information is
necessary to manage the situation. It could be a
medical condition, allergies, emergency contacts, to
mention a few.
Planning & preparation of mission - TEDACP put a
lot of emphasis on planning and preparing the visit.
This to make sure we have everything we need to
carry out the service as requested by the client.
Advance work - TEDCAP will arrive beforehand to the
destination and do the advance work, where we go
through and verify all the components from the plan,
make contact and coordinate with visiting venues,
and update the plan if needed.
Executive protection for client - TEDCAP
makes sure that the client is protected at all
times and gets to the destinations on time and
in a safe and secure manner.
Communication with stakeholders - We keep
continuous and close communication (or as
requested) with the organization during the
mission until the mission is done.
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